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THE SMALL BUD( 
Any small business looking for a phone system that 

makes the very most of current technology without relying 
on unnecessary frills will be hard put to make a better choice 
than the Senator 

The Senator provides up to five exchange lines and ten 
extensions and has been specifically designed to meet the 
needs of the small business that wants a faster, more efficient 
phone system but can't afford to dig too deep into its pocket. 

With its range of useful features and its stylish Feature-
Phones, the Senator will prove an ideal way to present a 
more businesslike face to the world. 

TOP TEN TIMESAVERS. 
Senator saves time as well as money. And the optional 

TX42 FeaturePhone (XpressCaller) will make life a great deal 
easier 

With this phone, ten regularly used numbers, even long 
international ones can be programmed into your phone, 
and obtained, whenever you want, by pressing two buttons. 

The same phone also allows you to repeat the last 
number you dialled (assuming, for instance, that it was en- 

No-frills doesn't have to mean no style. As you 
can see, the TX41 Standard FeaturePhone is 

very stylish indeed. 

THINKS ITS   
gaged) again simply by pressing two buttons. 

Nothing could be simpler 
Nothing could save more time and avoid more frustration. 

OUT BUT 51111. ABOUT. 

Call diversion can, properly used, be an absolutely in-
valuable facility. 

Supposing, for instance, that in a small, busy office, you 
need to go out for an hour or so. Or you're tied up in an 
important meeting. 

Is whoever calls you going to end up wondering where 
you are? Or, even worse, getting no reply from your ex-
tension? 

Senator solves this problem by allowing you to divert 
all your calls, internal or external, to another extension. 

Even if you are, in fact, still at your desk but don't wish 

One button: one internal extension. That's how easy it is to use 
the Senator phone system. And that's how much faster 

it is too. 

These lights allow you to tell instantly 
which exchange lines are in use 

and which ones are free. 

The most important call 
of the day always comes when 

you've just popped out of the 
office. Now, with a simple combina-
tion of these two buttons, you can 

arrange for your calls to be diverted 

to another extension. 

To set up a three way conference (with one outside 
line), just press this button, call the person you want to 

joint in, press it again 	your meetings in progress. 
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iET SYSTEM THAT 
EXPENSIVE. 

to be disturbed, you can divert your calls to a secretary or a 
colleague and still make internal or external calls. 

Naturally, the Senator system allows any extension to 
take calls from more than one diverting extension, if necessary. 

THE PERFECT PLACE TO MEET. 

When you're trying to decide on the venue for a meeting, 
the phone isn't necessarily the first place you think of 

But, think a little further and you soon come to realise 
how efficient and convenient a phone conference can be. 

Senator enables you to set up a three party conference 
between an outside caller and two internal extensions. 

Once you've got into the habit, you'll wonder how you 
ever managed without it. 

NO MORE INTERNAL COMPLICATIONS. 

One of the advantages of a no-frills system is that it really 
can make life a lot simpler 

Take internal dialling, for instance. 
Now, with the Senator there's no need to go through 

the operator Or to have to press a complicated series of 
buttons or codes. 

For extension six, just press button six. For extension two, 
button two. 

It's that easy. And it's that much faster 

You're talking to someone on an external line and, at 
some point, you need to check a particular piece of infor-
mation with someone internally. 

No problem. With Senator you simply press a button, 
call the person you want to talk to, press another button 
and you're back in business. 

You can also transfer an external call to another extension. 
Which means, in effect, that you're acting as an honorary 
operator 

Senator recognises that, in a small business, it's often 
a case of all hands to the deck. 

STYLE. SIMPLICITY. AND SERVICE. 

Having read this far, you'll appreciate what a great deal 
the Senator phone system has to offer You'll also notice 
how stylish and how simple the FeaturePhones are. 

But simplicity doesn't end on the surface. 
Take the wall-mounted central control unit, for instance. 
Quiet and unobtrusive, it's a far cry from the old days of 

enormous switchboards and bulky equipment cabinets. 
And when it comes to installation, you'll find that unob-

trusive is also the word. British Telecom engineers will install 
the system with the minimum of disruption. 

So while they go abouttheir business, you go aboutyours. 
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SENATOR 
The Senator Switching System features  
■ Call transfer 
■ Call hold (multiple) 
■ Call diversion 
■ Three party conference 
■ Direct intercom (single key press) 
■ Programmable ringing 
■ Express calling (optional) 

Technical summary 

System capacity 

Main control unit 	Wall mounted 

Dimensions 

Total weight 

Power 	 240 Volts 

Power consumption 	150 Watts 

Power fail arrangements Incoming and outgoing services maintained on all 
exchange lines 

Wiring 	 4 wire radial between control unit and each FeaturePhone 

Extension telephones 

TX41 Standard FeaturePhone: brown or stone 

Optional 	 TX42 FeaturePhone (Xpress Caller): brown or stone 

Suitable approved telephones may be fitted although they 
cannot take advantage of all the features 

10 extensions, 5 exchange lines 

Width 270mm; height 532mm; depth 222mm 

11.34kg 

We do our best to supply our customers with the apparatus they ask for, but 
we may have to provide apparatus which does not accord exactly with the 

descriptions, illustrations and shades of colours shown in this leaflet. 
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